Santa Crow – Happy Holidays Ornament
Cross Stitch Pattern Packet
Just a little holiday gift from me to you!!! I hope you can make an ornament or something fun out of this..
thank you to everyone who makes Kaniki’s possible…

Just a little

I charted this for 32 count- and suggested 2 over 2- for a thread count- to make sure that everyone gets enough threadand doesn’t end up short- while stitching. This, however- is a total personal preference, and It’s really all up to you. You
decide- it’s yours to have some fun with!!!! I also charted a circle around the crow- and it’s to be done with either little
x’s or just use it as a guideline- if you plan on doing a circle ornament.. Or- lol- by all means- ignore it completely- and
make yours a totally unique shape- all of your own.. So many choices!!! I know!!!!
Basic cross stitch x’s are used throughout this entire piece, as well as some back stitching.
I’ve also charted this using DMC threads- however- again- go ahead and have some fun with some “Fancy Floss” as they
say!!! I know I will.. By all means- this is all yours and you, so have some fun with colors!!!
Finishing for this chart is entirely up to you…
Please note!!! I don’t wish for anyone to “adapt” this cross stitch pattern into any other pattern on their own, as it is my
design. You also may not sell this as a pattern- or use for commercial purposes.
Just have some fun with this- and
share if you wish- with your stitchy friends- but be sure to give credit to me as the designer if you will.. I very much
appreciate that!!! If you’ve any questions regarding this- please do let me know….
Last thing, before you get stitching- is that if you’d like to order linens, threads, or other supplies just send me an email,
visit me online, and/or find me on facebook!!! I sell and carry almost all supplies used for each pattern I make…
And again- if you ever have any questions- please just get in touch with me!!!
Thanks So Much & Happy Stitching!!!
Blessings
Niki

Santa Crow Ornament- Happy Holidays
Stitches:
53 x 51 Size:
3.31 x 3.19 inches or 8.41 x 8.10 cm
Fabric: 32 Count Linen- Either Coffee Stained- Your Choice / Charted For DMC
Notes:
Use 2 Strands For Backstitching, unless you like 1 better.
**Backstitch- All the lettering and the branches- with the V.Dk Beige Brown

Sym No.

DMC Color Name



3371

Black Brown



838

V DK Beige Brown



498

V DK Red



3865

Winter White



3866

Ultra V Lt Mocha Brown

This chart has been designed and printed with our best intentions of being without mistakes. However, the possibility of human error, printing
mistakes or the variation of individual stitching does exist, and we regret that we cannot be responsible for this.
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